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Siloam Press, United States, 2004. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 157 x 117 mm. Language: English
. Brand New Book. Fasting can provide fantastic health benefits to your whole being. While it may
seem like a sacrifice, Dr. Don Colbert, author of the bestsellers Toxic Relief and the bible Cure series,
believes fasting is a powerful tool for health, cleansing, and spiritual empowerment. In this easy-to-
understand instruction manual that offers a step-by-step fasting protocol for better health, Colbert
explains the needs, benefits, and lifestyle of fasting from both physical and spiritual perspectives.
Discover the how, when, why, and other practical matters regarding a healthy approach to fasting.
Your overall health will improve as you: Give restorative rest to your digestive tract. Cleanse your
body of undesirable toxins. Boost your immune system to prevent disease and illness, thus giving
you a longer life. Make yourself look better and help your skin become clearer. Melt away toxic fat to
help you feel better. Repair and rejuvenate every organ, including your brain. Bring spiritual
cleansing and renewal to your relationship with God.Featuring daily recipes and testimonials from
successful fasters, Fasting Made Easy explains how this biblical key to health will bring renewed
vitality, healing,...
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It in a single of my personal favorite publication. It usually fails to charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Da vid Fr iesen IV-- Mr . Da vid Fr iesen IV

This book is indeed gripping and interesting. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period. Its been written in an extremely easy way and is particularly
merely soon after i finished reading this book through which in fact changed me, affect the way i think.
-- Aisha  Lem ke-- Aisha  Lem ke
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